Seth Godin’s last book, Purple Cow, was the #1
bestselling marketing book published in 2003, and one
of the top 35 bestselling new books (in all categories) on
Amazon last year.
Now, in Free Prize Inside, Godin is back with a
practical, hands-on vision of where, how and when to
find a Purple Cow—and more important, a discussion
of who should be doing the work of becoming
remarkable.

Free Prize Inside, the condensed version:
Every company needs to grow, and traditionally,
organizations have focused on two reliable ways to accomplish that growth: big ads and big
innovation.
Big ads are a problem because advertising doesn’t work like it used to. Many ads are
underwater, costing more than they generate.
Big innovation is a problem too. R&D is too expensive, the glut of technology and patents
and noise makes it harder than ever to predict and then successfully execute the next big
thing.
Fortunately, there’s a third way. Soft innovations. The clever, insightful, useful small ideas
that just about anyone in an organization can think up. Soft innovations can make your
product into a Purple Cow, they can make it remarkable. They do this by solving a problem
that’s peripheral to what your product is ostensibly about. It’s a second reason to buy the
thing, and perhaps a first reason to talk about it. It may seem like a gimmick, but soon,
what seems like a gimmick becomes an essential element in your product or service.
I call this sort of innovation (when it succeeds) a Free Prize, because the revenue associated
with it is far greater than the cost of implementing it.
Finding a Free Prize isn’t the difficult part. The difficult part is getting the rest of the
organization to embrace it. The only way that can possibly occur is if someone becomes a
champion for the idea.
Championing an idea is essential, but no one ever taught us how to do it. By adopting the
posture of the champion and following in the path of those that have successfully done it in
the past, you can learn how to make something happen.

Every champion has her own range. It’s a mistake to try to champion much beyond your
reach. Picking a Free Prize that you can actually execute is much smarter than picking the
‘best’ Free Prize.
Finding the Free Prize doesn’t involve brainstorming. Instead, use Edgecraft. Edgecraft is
an iterative process that is much easier for an organization to embrace than brainstorming.
There are hundreds of available edges, things you can add to, subtract from or do to your
product or service. Find an edge and go all the way to it. Going partway is time-consuming
and expensive—and it doesn’t work very well. Going all the way to the edge is the only way to
jolt the user into noticing what you’ve done. If they notice you, they’re one step closer to
talking about you.
It’s all marketing now. The organizations that win will be the ones that realize that all they
do is create things worth talking about.

